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Mitigation–Adaptation
Synergies
Mitigation–Adaptation Synergies looks for ways to exploit the
synergies between REDD+ and climate change adaptation, to
ensure that REDD+ has an impact beyond mitigation and is
sustainable in a changing climate.

The primary purpose of REDD+ is to help mitigate climate change
by avoiding the release of carbon emissions caused by deforestation
and forest degradation. Mitigation is crucial for limiting the extent of
climate change and thus the severity of its impacts on society.
Yet even with strong mitigation efforts, the climate will continue
to change. Therefore, we must be prepared to adapt to these
changes—to adjust human and natural systems so that communities
are more resilient and can cope with the harmful effects of climate
variability.
Forests are important for both mitigation and adaptation, so it
makes sense to analyze the linkages between these strategies
and identify opportunities to enhance the outcomes of both. In
particular, it would be highly beneicial to use REDD+ to support
measures that help reduce forest communities’ vulnerability to the
effects of climate change.
To guide the development of methods to achieve such synergies,
our research analyzes national and international policies and
standards to see how they can support integration, assesses the
vulnerability of communities and forests, and explores the outcomes
of ecosystem‑based approaches to adaptation.

Global Comparative Study on REDD+
ForestsClimateChange.org
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Key Points
Forests are important for both mitigation and adaptation
REDD+ was devised because the conservation of forests is critical for mitigating climate change
caused by human activity: standing forests can remove carbon from the atmosphere and can store
it, whereas deforestation and forest degradation account for around 10% of the world’s total carbon
emissions. At the same time, well‑managed forest ecosystems can help societies to adapt to both
current climate hazards and future climate change because of the wide range of ecosystem services
that they provide.1 For example, mangroves protect coastal areas against storms and waves, forest
products provide local communities with a safety net when climate variations harm agriculture, and
forests regulate water quality and river lows.2,3 However, the importance of forests for adaptation is
not adequately relected in policies.1,4

Forests also need help adapting to climate change
Climate change will harm forests, so
we also need measures to protect
forests and their ecosystem functions.1
If forests are to continue providing their
valuable ecosystem services, sustainable
management and/or conservation of
forests are essential. Forest‑related
mitigation projects, such as REDD+
projects, have the potential to support the
adaptation of forests to climate change by
reducing the pressures on forests caused
by human activity, by connecting forested
areas and by conserving biodiversity
hotspots.1,3 Efforts to help forests adapt
(“adaptation for forests”) should take
place alongside efforts to use forests for
adaptation.2
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Adaptation and mitigation need each other
A REDD+ project is more likely to be sustainable and its carbon storage to be permanent if it
incorporates adaptation measures for communities and forest ecosystems;2,5 if adaptation is not
considered, the harmful effects of climate change could jeopardize project outcomes.3 Integrating
adaptation measures can also increase local people’s acceptance of and interest in the project,
because with adaptation, the emphasis is on immediate local needs (whereas mitigation has
longer‑term global beneits).3,6 On the other hand, if an adaptation project includes activities that
contribute to climate change mitigation, it may be able to beneit from the carbon funding and
capacity building inherent in international instruments such as REDD+.3,4 Furthermore, donors may
favor adaptation projects that also have global mitigation beneits.3

A REDD+ project is more likely to be sustainable and its carbon
storage to be permanent if it incorporates adaptation measures.

Mitigation project design should consider adaptation
Mitigation projects in forest areas can help boost
local livelihoods and people’s resilience to the harmful
effects of climate change.3 For example, a successful
mitigation project could lead to greater provision
of local ecosystem services, greater diversiication
of income sources and economic activities, more
infrastructure or social services, and stronger local
institutions.7 But such projects can also have negative
consequences for adaptation, so these have to be
taken into account.1,6 Negative consequences might
occur if, for example, a REDD+ project seeks to restrict
local people’s rights and access to land and forest
resources, as a means of preserving those resources,
or increases local people’s dependence on insecure
external funding.

Adaptation projects can contribute to
climate mitigation
Ecosystem‑based adaptation projects aim to achieve better
management of forest ecosystems, thus helping to increase or
maintain carbon stocks—which directly beneits climate change
mitigation efforts.3,4 The synergies between ecosystem services
relect the synergies between adaptation and mitigation;3 for
example, mangroves simultaneously help protect coastal areas
and store carbon. However, there may be trade‑offs depending on
local needs;3,6 for example, an adaptation project may prioritize the
conservation of water services over carbon storage.2 An adaptation
project could also contribute to mitigation indirectly.3 For example,
if an agricultural adaptation project boosts the productivity
of crops, there will be less pressure on forests for agricultural
expansion.

Communication, research and policies
are needed to capture synergies
Adaptation and mitigation practitioners, decision makers and
scientists tend to form separate communities.2 However, those
engaged in mitigation should be informed about adaptation, and
vice versa, and participants in both groups should be trained in
the other group’s tools and methods.3 Additional tools, methods
and evidence are needed, both to enhance the possible beneits
and to reduce any adverse effects the two approaches might have
on each other.3 For example, it would be valuable to assess the
role of ecosystems in the adaptation of society or the impacts of
REDD+ projects on local communities and their adaptive capacity.
In addition, international and national policies and standards can
support the integration of mitigation and adaptation, by actively
encouraging synergies and by making adaptation a requirement of
mitigation projects.3

Climate change will harm forests, so we also need measures
to protect forests and their ecosystem functions.
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